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Introduction
Online ad design has come a long way: from static one-creative-fits-all to dynamic one-creative-fits-one - a 
massive step forward that has dramatically improved relevancy and efficiency of advertising campaigns. If 
that’s the case, what could have possibly gone wrong? 

Before we continue, let’s take a step back and go back to the basics: In a nutshell, dynamic data technology 
allows ad buyers to generate, in real time and per impression, personalized ads with different layouts, 
products and messages for each user. 
 
How does it work? Once a call to an ad server is made (via programmatic or non-programmatic media buying), two 
optimization engines roll into action: a content recommendation algorithm that selects the products and messaging 
to display, and a dynamic creative engine that picks design elements such as the layout, colors, icons and fonts. 

Data-driven programmatic advertising has revolutionized the ad business. However, alongside improved ROI 
and unprecedented efficiencies it has generated, we have also seen it become fully automated and template-
based in a number of aspects including dynamic creative. As a result, the ads of one brand’s direct response 
campaign are barely distinguishable from another. While this can work for long tail advertisers, it falls short 

when it comes to larger enterprise advertisers who have very specific business and branding goals.

It is therefore no wonder that the creative of dynamic direct 
response campaigns has gotten a bad reputation, while inspiring 
creative is mainly associated with branding and upper funnel 
campaigns. However, this does not necessarily have to be the case.

New platforms enable graphic artists to leverage dynamic creative technology to deliver great-looking 
design, while flexible technology can generate more dynamic content beyond the standard personalized 
products displayed. 

The bottom line is that a human touch can make the most of dynamic creative technology. Facebook’s VP 
of Global Marketing Solutions Carolyn Everson said it best:
 

Ideas matter more now than they ever have, no matter how 
much data we all have; no matter how many algorithms you 
want to look at across the different sites; no matter how many 
things have become automated - the truth is ideas still dominate. 
(source: AdExchanger).
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Dynamic Creative Data Insights & Best Practices
  
(Dynamic) content is king
It’s a well-known fact that the ability to personalize an ad’s products in real time is a game changer, 
generating a lift of at least 10x compared to static banners. But dynamic creative should not be limited 
only to products as there are other content elements in the banner that can be made dynamic and 
contribute to enhanced performance:

Dynamic messaging: By testing creative variations with and without dynamic messaging, we’ve 
found that the former’s CTR was nearly 50% higher than the latter’s.

Personalized destination

Personalized  route type

Personalized date

Personalized price per route, per day

Dynamic call-to-action (CTA) button: We have found that when adding specific content to a 
general CTA button, performance is improved: for example, if the product category is included, the 
click through rate (CTR) rises by 14%, while adding personalized dates to a CTA button of a travel banner 
increases CTR by 16%.

Without dynamic messaging

With dynamic messaging 50% higher CTR

Dynamic pricing in travel: Showing personalized prices beyond the standard lowest price per 
route (often seen on banners as “Starting From”) in the ultra dynamic travel vertical is a challenge. A special 
integration is required to show a personalized price per flight or at the very least per day. So it’s important to 
understand if your provider can support it.

+14% higher CTR if product 
category is included +16% higher CTR if personalized 

dates are included 
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Dynamic language: It may seem trivial, but it’s important to ensure that your vendor can 
automatically display an ad with the same language as the user’s on-site selection.

Dynamic geo targeting: The ability to dynamically adapt content based on region/city/area 
to display, for example, a ‘Free Shipping’ message or a nearby pickup store of a product viewed 
online based on a user’s location, is an important contributor of relevance. 

Mobile ads can also show distance to store while taking into account not only where the user is 
but also what he is doing at a given moment (at a concert, recreational area, office area, sporting 
event etc.) - and determine dynamic ad content accordingly.

Dynamic inventory updates: Make sure that your vendor tags or product feed are able to 
generate accurate inventory information in real time. Showing ads with out-of-stock products 
or sold-out flights can lead to a highly negative user exprience.

Being productive with products
Direct response ads typically generate a great degree of variance with as little as one and as many 
as 10 products per frame or variation. We tried to explore what is the optimal number as there is a 
balance to strike here: single product frames have larger images but multi-product frames provide 
more potentially relevant options that could spark a user’s interest. 

When comparing their performance, we have found that, on the one hand, the CTR of banners with 
multiple products per frame was nearly 45% higher than single product frames, but on the other 
hand, the post click conversion rate (PCCR) of the latter was 30% higher than the former. 

45%
higher CTR

MULTIPLE ITEMS

Single item

30%
higher PCCR

Multiple items

SINGLE ITEM



Without an opening frame

With an opening frame

15% higher CTR
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Therefore, because both KPIs are important, we recommend running with both variations while 
ensuring that a content recommendation algorithm factors both parameters and optimizes not only to 
generate clicks but also to drive conversions.

Within multi-product frames, we recommend no more than 6 products per frame as we have found 
that a greater number negatively impacts PCCR. We believe 2 or 3 products per frame strikes a good 
balance, producing better looking creatives and strong performance.

Opening act
The study has shown that a creative with products-to-buy frames but without an opening frame (the 
first frame in a sequence of a creative variation) had a 15% higher CTR and roughly the same PCCR. 
Nonetheless, it is important to remember that the use of opening frames is a critical distribution point 
of a brand’s timely promotions and also has a positive branding impact. 

Bigger is better
The bigger the ad the greater its impact. Our data has shown that the 300 by 600 size for example produced 
a 4x-8x CTR compared to standard banner sizes (300 by 250, 728 by 90 and 160 by 600). But since this media 
is not that common and comes with a higher price tag, it is recommended to work with a vendor that is 

able to make smart predictions as to the value generated, thereby minimizing the risk of high media costs.

keeping it simple
Sometimes it’s hard to leave out information you think is important. However, know this: a cleaner, 
simpler design is much easier to digest so it’s no surprise that it generated better engagement with a 
45% higher CTR compared to “busier” banners.

160X600 300X250 728X90 300X600

4X-8X HIGHER 
CTR COMPARED 
TO STANDARD 
BANNER SIZES  

BANNER SIZES:
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Video’s branding power translates to increased sales
Advanced retargeters are able to play a video as the first sequence of a creative variation or within the product 
frames. According to the data, the video’s branding power had a significant impact on performance, with a 
55% higher post click conversion rate and 27% higher view-through conversion rate compared to creative 
variations without videos.

WITH PRODUCT TITLE

 19% higher CTR

WITHOUT PRODUCT TITLE

A picture [may be] worth a thousand words
You may have thought that product names were a given in any direct response creative. Think again.  
We have found that when the product title was removed and as a result more space was available to 
increase the size of the product image, the CTR improved by 19%. 

+55%  higher post click 
conversion rate +27% higher view-through 

conversion rate
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Template-based vs. customized creative
There is always some tension between performance and branding. It is true that certain templated 
ads generate good performance. However, they provide virtually no branding impact and a limited 
ability to showcase timely promotions. 

As previously mentioned, performance is a given for larger savvy advertisers. As such they demand 
a greater degree of creative customization that could maintain strong performance while ensuring 
brand continuity. The good news is that advanced dynamic creative technology can combine both 
without comprising one at the expense of the other. How so? 

Upper funnel users who did not express specific intent can be shown a data-driven ad with a 
branding-oriented opening frame followed by brand-aligned direct response frames with 
best-selling products (as determined by wisdom of the crowd algorithms)

Ads for lower funnel users can show brand-aligned product frames and strong branding 
elements such as opening or closing frames 

Programmatic video can also do a fine job in combining branding and direct response (mini-
site overlay or actual video)

Making an impact on mobile
Dynamic creative on mobile has vastly improved in the past two years. HTML5 is a great Flash-like 
alternative for Flash-less devices, offering almost the same level of creative features that deliver 
a lasting impact (in-banner videos, masking, cropping, zoom-in capabilities etc.) Also, mobile-
specific features based on finger gestures (such as tapping, swiping and expanding) can fully 
leverage mobile capabilities to generate an optimal user experience.
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Be specific
The more detailed your creative brief is, the greater the graphic artist’s ability to design the perfect 
creative for your brand. Share your brand book and don’t forget to provide specific color schemes, 
logos and fonts that you would like to apply per element, whether the background, CTA button, 
price, discount, rating, description etc. Also, make sure you tell your provider not only what should 
be used but also what should not. Sometimes it’s also advised to follow the advice of designers 
who specialize in dynamic direct response creative, even if you disagree with it. 

Variety is key
As demonstrated above, some creative variations perform better than others. However, it is 
important to understand that this does NOT mean that these should always be preferred over an 
alternative. We have found that, overall, the more creative variations, the better the performance 
over time as it prevents user fatigue (which happens when users are exposed to a single or limited 
number of creative variations over and over again). 

We therefore recommend running with multiple variations, allowing the machine to optimize and 
show better performing banners more frequently, but keeping the lower performing variations on 
a low flame as things often turn around due to seasonality and other external factors. The cycle 
should always keep on going as some creatives are added while others are removed. 
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Conclusion

In today’s advertising eco-system, there are companies that specialize in creative, 
mainly agencies, and there are data companies specializing in, well, data. All too often, 
agencies’ data teams are disconnected or at best partially connected to creative teams. 
The right side and the left side are part of the same brain! Taking the best of art (agency-
standard creative) and the best of science (dynamic data technology) can help enhance 
both branding and sales.

Methodology 

The data analyzed in this report covers over 150 million impressions across multiple 
personalized retargeting campaigns of leading US and European retailers throughout 
May 2014. Creative variations that were tested in the study differed by a single parameter 
(for example single or multiple products per frame), while all other elements were 
identical.

About myThings

Founded in 2005, myThings is the global leader in customized programmatic ad solutions. 
Running personalized retargeting campaigns on desktop, mobile and Facebook, the 
company personalizes over 5 billion impressions a month for top advertisers in 30 
markets including Adidas, Walmart, ToysRUs, Littlewoods, Very.co.uk, Zalando, Orange, 
Best Buy, and Microsoft.
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myThings’ industry-leading dynamic  
creative capabilities
Our proprietary dynamic creative platform CANVAS combines the best of branding and direct response 
to enable our graphic artists to begin every banner design from scratch rather than from a template. 

The end result is great looking, brand-aligned creatives that perform. 

Among Canvas’ unique features
Dynamic data integration supporting the inclusion of nearly all types of content from the site 
on a banner, including:

 Automatic update of promotion graphics exactly as they are displayed on advertiser’ site   

Extended product data: sizes, delivery options and colors per category   

Personalized date, route, type and price (ideal for ultra dynamic travel vertical)  

Advanced image features including masking, cropping, and zoom-in capabilities.

Dynamic image setting for maximal effect – optimising banner space based on the dimensions 
of the product (different image size & position within a banner, for example jeans vs. a shoe)

The following are some examples of CANVAS-generated dynamic creative variations.    
   Click here          to view an example of a creative showroom we created for adidas. 
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